NOT COFFEE

FROM THE KITCHEN

BREAKFAST
- SERVED UNTIL NOON -

CLOCK IN BREAKFAST // $12
2 EGGS, CHOICE OF MEAT, POTATO OR FRUIT AND TOAST

BREAKFAST SANDWICH // $9
SCRAMBLED EGGS, BENTONS COUNTRY HAM
SMOKED TOMATO JAM

OATMEAL // $7
FARRO, ROLLED OATS, QUINOA, STEEL CUT OATS

BERRIES AND CREAM // $8
LOCAL BERRIES AND HONEY, WHIPPED GREEK YOGURT

AVOCADO TOAST // $9
ROMAN DOUGH, AVOCADO MOUSSE, TOMATO
+FRIED EGG // $2
+SALSA VERDE // $1

PANCAKES // $10

GRANOLA // $9

LUNCH
- STARTS AT 11AM -

MOZZARELLA + TOMATO SANDWICH // $12

ITALIAN TRIO SANDWICH // $12

ROMAN PIZZA SLICE // $8
COFFEE
PROVIDED BY SECOND STATE
Drip $3
Espresso $3
Americano $3.50
Macchiato $3.50
Cappuccino $4
Latte $4.50
Chai Latte $5
Dirty Chai $6
Cold Brew $4

ICED TEA
Black $3
Mallorca Melon $4

HOT TEA
PROVIDED BY RARE TEA CELLAR
$3.50

WHITE TEAS
RTC Exotica, Organic
Emperor’s Dragonwell Organic
Emperor’s Jasmine Pearls
Sicilian Blood Orange
Stimulus Chill Pomegranate Dream
RTC Shizuoka Matcha

OOLONG TEA
Freak of Nature

BLACK TEA
Regal English Breakfast
Regal Earl Grey
Bourbon Vanilla Chai
Forbidden Forest Lapsang
Suochong

HERBAL TEA
Emperor’s Chamomile
Emperor’s Mint Meritage
Soothing Sunshine Ginger Turmeric
Georgia Peach Nectar Rooibos
Mallorca Melon
Lemon Berry Meritage

KOMBUCHA
PROVIDED BY DALAI SOPHIA
Petal Pusher $6
CBD - Holy Basil, Rose, Hibiscus, Borage
Bucci Mane $5
Mango, Turmeric, Hibiscus, Lions Mane
Be Well Tonic $5
Cinchona, Jasmine, Orange, Lemon

SO:// $4
Mexican Coke
Bottled Sprite
Sprecher’s Root Beer
Cannonborough Basil Honey
Cannonborough Raspberry Mint

BEER / HARD SODA
Westbrook
Lemon Cucumber Gose $7
Revelry, Never Sunny IPA $7
Narraganset Lager $6
Bravazzi
Blood Orange Hard Soda $6

WINE
West + Wilder Rose $7
Lorenza Spritz $8

RETAIL
Clerks MUG $14
Second State Whole Bean $18